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Women on Wall Street Event

Presentation to Board of Directors

On Friday, October 20, the Nittany Lion Fund held its semiannual Board of Directors presentation in the
Rogers’ Family Trading Room. While the meeting was focused on the discussion of the Nittany Lion
Fund’s performance, it also consisted of information regarding recruiting and development for Fund
Managers. Since accepting thirteen new fund managers during the 2017 Spring semester, the executive
board has developed projects for associate fund managers that include three mandatory stock pitches
throughout the semester. The presentation then transitioned to an overview of the Nittany Lion Fund’s
performance and touched on the different allocation amounts given to each sector with the associated
reasoning. This also included general economic trends that have impacted the portfolio and any potential
outlook for future trends. Following this introduction by the Executive Board, each respective sector
delivered a presentation on important trends and its current holdings. Within each sector’s presentation,
Fund Managers also spoke of the two companies that had benefitted or negatively impacted the portfolio
the most. While speaking of the holdings, members of the Nittany Lion Fund also discussed any potential
changes that could occur in the near future. Since a significant amount of investors and guests attended the
presentation, the meeting was very interactive with questions regarding performance. These questions
addressed any uncertainty regarding specific holdings or the portfolio’s direction and enabled Fund
Managers to elaborate their stances on certain trends as well. Finally, to conclude the presentation, the
Executive Board addressed final questions and explained the Nittany Lion Fund’s progression for
internship placement during the current year. This discussion also elaborated on further efforts taken by the
Nittany Lion Fund to market the organization to recruiters, including conversation regarding the semi-
annual Wall Street that occurred in September. While the presentation acted as an opportunity for the
Board of Directors and other investors to hear the thought process behind the portfolio’s holdings, it was
also a way for the visitors to see what the Nittany Lion Fund is doing to improve the organization.

On Tuesday, October 17, the Penn State Investment Association in conjunction with Women in Business
hosted the fifth semiannual Women on Wall Street event. The event was aimed at both informing women
about the career opportunities available on Wall Street as well as discussing the panelists’ experiences in the
work place. The Q&A panel included juniors and seniors returning to banks such as Bank of America
Merrill Lynch, Citigroup, Perella Weinberg, and UBS, across divisions of Sales & Trading, Investment
Banking, Wealth Management, and Corporate Banking. A record 75 female students attended the event,
representing freshmen through seniors across multiple majors. Each was given the opportunity to ask
questions ranging from bank culture to choosing a division to preparing for interviews. The event
concluded with a networking session with Penn State women who are incoming summer analysts or
returning full-time analysts at various banks. Through the event, Fund Managers, PSIA Analysts, and other
business women were able to impart advice while expanding their networks.
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CIO Commentary Isenberg Stock Conference
October 2017October 2017

On Saturday, October 5, three Nittany Lion Fund Managers traveled to
Boston to participate in the second annual student-run Isenberg Pitch
Conference. Hosted by the University of Massachusetts Amherst, eight
schools from around the Northeast region pitched long-only equity
positions to compete for grand prizes that totaled $8,500. Participants
included students from University of Massachusetts Amherst, Cornell
University, Babson College, Rutgers University, Williams College,
Northeastern University, and Amherst College. Representing the Penn
State Team, Nittany Lion Fund Managers Michelle Chien, Anthony
Fastuca, and Khalil Bilal, gave a 10-minute pitch followed by a 5-minute
Questions & Answers (Q&A) session on Simon Property Group (SPG).
The Team’s thesis behind the “Buy” recommendation was driven by the
Company’s premium positioning within the Retail subsector combined
with its development pipeline and re-leasing opportunities. The
presentation contained detailed information that served to effectively
outline the Team’s fundamental analysis on the Company its valuation
methods. The Team began with a brief Company & Industry
introduction, then moved into Investment Drivers, and concluded with
Valuation & Considerations. The part of the presentation that stood out
from the other competing schools was the more complex and extensive
valuation, which included a Comps & Ratio analysis, a Net Asset Value
(NAV) calculation and Funds From Operations (FFO) Sensitivity
analysis, a Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) analysis, in addition to a
Football Field analysis. The panel of judges consisted of various
portfolio managers based in Boston with great experience in the Finance
industry, as well as a Finance professor from Yale University. The judges
and special guests in the audience were thoroughly impressed with the
extensive research and analysis demonstrated by the Penn State Team.
Furthermore, the Team was able to fluidly respond to questions during
the Q&A session and performed well overall. The event was a great
opportunity to expand the presence of the Penn State Smeal College of
Business and served as a rewarding experience to the Fund Managers.
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During the month of October 2017, the S&P 500 returned 2.33%
while the Nittany Lion Fund returned 2.32%. Year-to-date the S&P
500 has returned 16.91% while the Nittany Lion Fund has returned
16.06%. The largest contributors to performance for the Fund were
Consumer Staples, Consumer Discretionary, and Industrials. Better
than expected economic data, in addition to positive corporate
earnings, lifted the S&P 500 higher. According to FactSet, third
quarter earnings growth was around 4.70%, higher than the
previous projection of 4.20% going into earnings season. Global
growth continued to improve, as the Global Purchasing Managers’
Index increased to 53.2 for the month of September. During the
month, the University of Michigan Sentiment index increased to
100.70, above the 95.00 consensus estimate. Industrial production
increased slightly from August to September. During the month,
crude oil prices also improved energy shares. The largest piece of
news during the month came from the European Central Bank
(ECB). At the October meeting, Mario Draghi stated the extension
of the stimulus program for nine months with monthly purchases of
30 billion Euros. Catalonia held a special referendum in the early
part of October which caused some pullback in European equities,
however, volatility decreased in the latter half of the month. China
also held its 19th National Party Congress (NPC). Xi Jinping
consolidated power and highlighted a focus to more qualitative
measures of growth rather than pure numerical growth targets.
China highlighted goals to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
improve the economic standing of the countries middle class. In
Japan, Prime Minister Shinzo Abe won a snap election and
increased the number of seats in the legislature. Political risk in the
region have decreased, however, there continues to be increased US
military activity in the region as the United States deployed further
resources to the region. Looking at the end of the year, the market is
focused on the Republican tax bill in addition the December FOMC
meeting. The latter half of the equity market rally has been hinged
on expectations of tax reform being pushed through before the year
end. However, it is likely that both Republicans and Democrats will
have a tough time passing any legislation before year end.
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Stock Pick of the Month Sector of the Month — IT
October 2017October 2017

The IT portfolio returned 8.05% during the month of October, a
relative outperformance of 0.27%. Adobe Systems and Microsoft drove
the Sector’s performance to the upside, returning 17.42% and 11.67%
respectively. Adobe’s strong performance was largely the result of the
Company’s Analyst Day it held on Wednesday, October 18. At the
Analyst Day, management issued FY2018 EPS guidance of $5.50,
significantly higher than prior consensus estimates of $5.21.
Additionally, the Company unveiled a new generation of its flagship
Creative Cloud. The product suite’s enhanced integration of artificial
intelligence through its Sensei platform was well-received by analysts.
Shares of Adobe gained 12.24% on a nominal basis following these
announcements. Separately, on Thursday, October 26, Microsoft
reported 1Q2018 earnings. The Company reported adjusted EPS of
$0.84, beating consensus estimates of $0.72, on revenues of $24.54 bn,
beating consensus estimates of $23.56 bn. Azure revenues grew a strong
90.00% y/y, which is also a key metric analysts track. Microsoft also
issued 2Q2018 sales guidance for $28.20 bn at the midpoint, versus
analysts’ expectations of $27.55 bn prior to Microsoft’s earnings report.
The significant top- and bottom-line beat as well as strong guidance
caused shares of Microsoft to rise 6.41% nominally during the following
day of trading. However, Adobe and Microsoft’s monthly
outperformance was slightly offset by the Sector’s position in Booz
Allen Hamilton. Shares of Booz Allen Hamilton returned 1.07% during
October, a relative underperformance of 6.69%. The Company traded
mostly flat in October due to a lack of company-specific news and
moderating global geopolitical tensions, causing it to lag the broader
sector. The benchmark benefited from earnings beats from numerous
large-cap companies including Google parent Alphabet, Apple,
Microsoft, and Intel. Consequently, Booz Allen Hamilton lagged the
benchmark, thus weighing down the IT Sector’s monthly performance.

During the month of October, Adobe returned 17.42% nominally,
contributing to the Information Technology Sector’s overall
relative outperformance of 0.27%. On Wednesday, October 18,
Adobe announced strong guidance alongside a number of new
features at its Analyst Day, Adobe MAX, in Las Vegas, Nevada.
The Company issued strong FY2018 EPS guidance of $5.50,
beating consensus estimates of $5.21, as well as expected FY2018
revenues to be ~$8.70 bn, beating consensus estimates of $8.68
bn. Adobe unveiled a number of newly updated products and
services, including Adobe XD, Creative Cloud, Lightroom CC,
Adobe Dimension CC, and Character Animator CC. Adobe XD,
the Company’s newest tool for UI and UX designers, has the
ability to easily prototype and wireframe applications and websites
on interactive artboards. Creative Cloud, which will target creative
professionals with 2-D animation features and 3-D rendering apps,
had expanded its uses to be integrated into the Adobe Marketing
Cloud. Lightroom CC, Adobe’s cornerstone management and
editing program, was also redesigned into a cloud-based tool that
includes the same original features. Furthermore, Adobe
introduced new pricing plans to go with the changes made to
Lightroom CC, including a Lightroom-only plan with a terabyte of
online storage. Other new product introductions included
Dimension CC, Adobe Capture, KyleBrush.com, and Character
Animator CC. All of these products incorporated the Company’s
artificial intelligence (AI) platform, Adobe Sensei, indicating its
confidence in AI to drive value throughout core services. Finally,
the Company also announced price increases to its products for
the first time in five years. Analysts at Cowen, Jefferies, and Piper
Jaffray all raised their price targets following these positive
announcements.
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SECTOR SUMMARIES — Month Ended October 31

Consumer Discretionary returned 3.06% nominally this
month, a relative outperformance of 0.92%. The Sector’s
best performing holding this month was Amazon, trading
up 14.97% nominally. The Company traded up significantly
after reporting stronger-than-expected 3Q2017 earnings,
beating on both top and bottom. The Sector’s worst
performing holding this month was Comcast, returning
(6.37%) nominally. The Company traded down after
reporting greater-than-expected subscriber losses during
3Q2017.

Consumer Staples returned 1.52% nominally this month, a
relative outperformance of 2.96%. The Sector’s best
performing holding this month was Wal-Mart, trading up
11.74% nominally. Wal-Mart outperformed after its annual
investor meeting where the Company announced that its
online sales are expected to increase by ~40.00% y/y next
year. The Sector’s worst performing holding this month was
CVS Health, returning (15.73%) nominally. CVS Health
underperformed in October due to headline risk associated
with Amazon potentially entering the drugstore industry by
the end of the year.

Energy returned (0.23%) nominally this month, a relative
outperformance of 0.44%. The Sector’s best performing
holding this month was Newfield Exploration, trading up
3.77% nominally. Newfield reported adjusted EPS of $0.52,
beating consensus estimates of $0.41, on revenues of
$439.00 MM, beating consensus estimates of $420.90 MM.
The Sector’s worst performing holding this month was
Halliburton, returning (7.15%) nominally. During
Halliburton’s 3Q2017 earnings call, Management stated that
it expects moderate growth for 4Q2017.

Financials returned 2.23% nominally this month, a relative
underperformance of 0.69%. The Sector’s best performing
holding this month was J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. trading up
5.34% nominally. This performance was driven by strong
earnings across all business segments. The Sector’s worst
performing holding this month was Intercontinental
Exchange Inc., returning (3.78%) nominally. This
underperformance was primarily driven by negative
sentiment surrounding clearing houses following concerns
of rising systemic risk.

Healthcare returned (3.97%) nominally this month, a
relative underperformance of 3.23%. The Sector’s best
performing holding this month was UnitedHealth Group,
trading up 7.34% nominally. UnitedHealth Group traded up
this month after the Company reported 3Q2017 EPS that
increased 23.00% y/y to $2.66, beating consensus estimates
of $2.56. The Sector’s worst performing holding this month
was Celgene, returning (30.76%) nominally. Celgene traded
down this month after the Company discontinued two
Phase III clinical trials for its Crohn’s disease drug,
mongersen, which caused a $1.00 bn reduction in long-term
FY2020 guidance when the Company reported 3Q2017
earnings that beat earnings estimates but missed revenue
estimates.

Industrials returned 0.86% nominally this month, a relative
outperformance of 0.65%. The Sector’s best performing
holding this month was Waste Management, trading up
4.98% nominally. Waste Management traded up during the
month after it beat earnings estimates and increased its
FY2017 guidance. The Sector’s worst performing holding
this month was General Electric, returning (16.63%)
nominally. General Electric traded down significantly over
the month after missing EPS guidance by $0.20 and
receiving multiple downgrades from many financial
institutions.
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Information Technology returned 8.05% nominally this
month, a relative outperformance of 0.27%. The Sector’s
best performing holding this month was Adobe, trading up
17.42% nominally. The Company traded up significantly due
to strong guidance announcements made on its Analyst
Day. The Sector’s worst performing holding this month was
Booz Allen Hamilton, returning 1.07% nominally. The
Company experienced a trade down due to continued
investigations and litigation surrounding its accounting
practices and shareholder disclosure practices.

SECTOR SUMMARIES — Month Ended October 31

Materials returned 2.83% nominally this month, a relative
underperformance of 1.00%. The Sector’s best performing
holding this month was DowDuPont, trading up 4.45%
nominally. The Company reported strong 3Q2017 earnings,
with a rise in sales following the merger between Dow
Chemical and DuPont. The Sector’s worst performing
holding this month was Nucor, returning (3.33%) nominally.
The Sector acquired Nucor in the month after a significant
run-up due to a positive earnings release, resulting in a slight
correction post-earnings.

REITs returned 1.50% nominally this month, a relative
outperformance of 0.75%. The Sector’s best performing
holding this month was American Tower, trading up 5.11%
nominally. The Company outperformed after announcing its
plans to acquire 20.00 k standalone towers from Vodafone
India and Idea Cellular for more then $1.00 bn. The Sector’s
worst performing holding this month was Boston
Properties, returning (1.38%) nominally. The Company
underperformed after office REITs SL Green Realty and
Brandywine Realty Trust reported 3Q2017 earnings, missing
analyst estimates for core FFO per share. Management cited
slower Manhattan rent growth as the main catalyst,
conjuring negative sentiment toward office REITs in NYC.

Telecommunications returned (8.77%) nominally this
month, a relative underperformance of 1.24%. The Sector’s
best performing holding this month was T-Mobile US,
trading down 2.82% nominally. T-Mobile traded up after
announcing intent to acquire and merge with Sprint at the
end of the month. The Sector’s worst performing holding
this month was AT&T, returning (14.09%) nominally.
AT&T traded down due to the US FCC potentially blocking
the acquisition of Time Warner or requiring the Company to
divest assets to complete the transaction.

Utilities returned 5.14% nominally this month, a relative
outperformance of 1.19%. The Sector’s best performing
holding this month was NextEra Energy, trading up 5.81%
nominally. The Company traded up due to strong 3Q2017
earnings and a continued benchmark move to renewable
energy. The Sector’s worst performing holding this month
was PPL Corporation, returning (1.03%) nominally. The
Company traded down due to concerns over Brexit as well
as an interest rate hike in the United Kingdom.
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NITTANY LION FUND— Portfolio Analysis

CURRENT HOLDINGS

PERFORMANCE

SECTOR ANALYSIS

KEY STATISTICS

PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW

NLF Holdings Ticker Purchase Date
Purchase 

Price
Price as of 9/29/17 

or Purchase
Price as of 
10/31/17

Monthly 
Return

Amazon.com Inc AMZN 2/19/2016 $531.92 $961.35 $1,105.28 14.97%
Carnival Corp CCL 5/16/2016 $50.02 $64.57 $66.39 2.82%
Comcast Corporation CMCSA 6/15/2015 $28.83 $38.48 $36.03 -6.37%
General Motors Company GM 8/15/2017 $35.50 $40.38 $42.98 6.44%
Hilton Worldwide Holdings HLT 4/25/2017 $58.55 $69.45 $72.28 4.07%
Mohawk Industries Inc MHK 5/2/2016 $195.74 $247.51 $261.76 5.76%
Starbucks Corp SBUX 5/20/2016 $54.95 $53.71 $54.84 2.10%
TJX Companies Inc TJX 12/13/2016 $78.32 $73.73 $69.80 -5.33%
The Walt Disney Company DIS 4/13/2012 $41.85 $98.57 $97.81 -0.77%
Constellation Brands Inc STZ 11/2/2016 $163.82 $199.45 $219.09 9.85%
CVS Health Corp CVS 2/10/2017 $78.37 $81.32 $68.53 -15.73%
Dr Pepper Snapple Group Inc DPS 7/28/2016 $97.95 $88.47 $85.66 -3.18%
Mondelez International Inc MDLZ 9/29/2017 $40.71 $40.66 $41.43 1.89%
The Procter & Gamble Company PG 2/28/2014 $78.59 $90.98 $86.34 -5.10%
Tyson Foods Inc TSN 3/15/2017 $63.18 $70.45 $72.91 3.49%
Wal-Mart Stores Inc. WMT 12/7/2015 $60.44 $78.14 $87.31 11.74%
Chevron Corp CVX 3/31/2016 $95.57 $117.50 $115.89 -1.37%
ConocoPhillips COP 7/20/2017 $43.59 $50.05 $51.15 2.20%
Exxon Mobil Corporation XOM 9/13/2011 $71.55 $81.98 $83.35 1.67%
Halliburton Company HAL 2/22/2017 $53.25 $46.03 $42.74 -7.15%
Kinder Morgan Inc KMI 11/2/2016 $19.70 $19.18 $18.11 -5.58%
Newfield Exploration Co NFX 5/22/2017 $33.94 $29.67 $30.79 3.77%
Valero Energy Corporation VLO 9/15/2016 $56.70 $76.93 $78.89 2.55%
The Allstate Corporation ALL 3/11/2013 $49.11 $91.91 $93.86 2.12%
American International Group AIG 3/26/2015 $54.27 $61.39 $64.61 5.25%
Citigroup Inc C 5/22/2017 $61.10 $72.74 $73.50 1.04%
The Goldman Sachs Group GS 5/30/2012 $94.88 $237.19 $242.48 2.23%
Intercontinental Exchange Inc ICE 9/26/2017 $67.37 $68.70 $66.10 -3.78%
JPMorgan Chase & Company JPM 2/18/2014 $58.55 $95.51 $100.61 5.34%
KeyCorp KEY 9/26/2017 $18.28 $18.82 $18.25 -3.03%
Metlife Inc MET 2/7/2017 $52.10 $51.95 $53.58 3.14%
S&P Global Inc SPGI 4/14/2016 $100.29 $156.31 $156.47 0.10%
Abbott Laboratories ABT 4/15/2016 $43.25 $53.36 $54.23 1.63%
Allergan Plc AGN 6/16/2016 $236.74 $204.95 $177.23 -13.53%
Amgen Inc AMGN 2/23/2016 $147.98 $186.45 $175.22 -6.02%
Celgene Corp CELG 11/14/2016 $120.41 $145.82 $100.97 -30.76%
Pfizer Inc PFE 8/13/2015 $35.41 $35.70 $35.06 -1.79%
Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc TMO 4/2/2015 $133.15 $189.20 $193.83 2.45%
UnitedHealth Group Inc UNH 1/31/2017 $160.74 $195.85 $210.22 7.34%
Zoetis Inc ZTS 9/19/2016 $50.54 $63.76 $63.82 0.09%
Delta Airlines Inc DAL 1/24/2017 $49.37 $48.22 $50.03 3.75%
FedEx Corp FDX 4/28/2014 $134.93 $225.58 $225.81 0.10%
General Electric Co GE 12/14/2011 $16.68 $24.18 $20.16 -16.63%
Honeywell International Inc HON 8/8/2017 $139.18 $141.74 $144.16 1.71%
Northrop Grumman Corp NOC 1/26/2015 $155.30 $287.72 $295.53 2.71%
Parker-Hannifin Corp PH 7/10/2017 $161.56 $175.02 $182.61 4.34%
Raytheon Co RTN 10/10/2017 $187.26 $187.26 $180.20 -3.77%
Waste Management Inc WM 7/10/2017 $74.28 $78.27 $82.17 4.98%
Adobe Systems Inc ADBE 1/24/2017 $112.57 $149.18 $175.16 17.42%
Alphabet Inc GOOGL 2/12/2007 $260.91 $973.72 $1,033.04 6.09%
Apple Inc AAPL 9/8/2011 $60.94 $154.12 $169.04 9.68%
Booz Allen Hamilton Holding Corp BAH 5/1/2017 $35.76 $37.39 $37.79 1.07%
Facebook Inc FB 10/28/2014 $80.10 $170.87 $180.06 5.38%
Microsoft Corp MSFT 3/2/2015 $43.74 $74.49 $83.18 11.67%
Salesforce.com Inc CRM 10/10/2016 $75.48 $93.42 $102.34 9.55%
Texas Instruments Inc TXN 3/30/2015 $57.87 $89.64 $96.69 7.86%
VanEck Market Vectors Semiconductor ETF SMH 10/16/2017 $97.56 $97.56 $101.61 4.15%
Visa Inc V 3/2/2017 $88.26 $105.24 $109.98 4.50%
Albemarle Corp ALB 4/5/2017 $106.33 $136.31 $140.89 3.36%
Ball Corporation BLL 8/10/2017 $40.13 $41.30 $42.93 3.95%
DowDuPont Inc DWDP 6/21/2017 $65.06 $69.23 $72.31 4.45%
Ecolab Inc ECL 2/28/2017 $124.70 $128.61 $130.66 1.59%
Monsanto Company MON 10/10/2016 $103.23 $119.82 $121.10 1.07%
Nucor Corp NUE 10/23/2017 $59.82 $59.82 $57.83 -3.33%
American Tower Corporation AMT 3/2/2017 $113.83 $136.68 $143.67 5.11%
Boston Properties Inc BXP 1/24/2017 $131.89 $122.88 $121.18 -1.38%
Digital Realty Trust DLR 10/10/2016 $92.30 $118.33 $118.44 0.09%
Prologis Inc PLD 1/2/2014 $36.80 $63.46 $64.58 1.76%
AT&T Inc T 9/20/2011 $29.14 $39.17 $33.65 -14.09%
T-Mobile US Inc TMUS 10/25/2017 $61.51 $61.51 $59.77 -2.82%
Verizon Communications Inc VZ 5/1/2009 $30.29 $49.49 $47.87 -3.27%
Dominion Energy Inc D 7/17/2017 $76.54 $76.93 $81.14 5.47%
Nextera Energy Inc NEE 4/27/2012 $64.34 $146.55 $155.07 5.81%
PPL CORPORATION PPL 11/25/2016 $33.22 $37.95 $37.56 -1.03%
WEC Energy Group Inc WEC 5/21/2009 $18.53 $62.78 $67.39 7.34%

Sector Analysis Monthly S&P Relative
Consumer Discretionary 3.06% 2.11% 0.92%
Consumer Staples 1.52% (1.40%) 2.96%
Energy (0.23%) (0.66%) 0.44%
Financials 2.23% 2.93% (0.69%)
Healthcare (3.97%) (0.77%) (3.23%)
Industrials 0.86% 0.20% 0.65%
Information Technology 8.05% 7.76% 0.27%
Materials 2.83% 3.87% (1.00%)
Real Estate 1.50% 0.75% 0.75%
Telecommunications (8.77%) (7.62%) (1.24%)
Utilities 5.14% 3.90% 1.19%

NLF Portfolio
Year Beginning Portfolio Value $6,838,691.37
Month Beginning Portfolio Value $7,976,039.77
Month Close Portfolio Value $8,160,812.55
Cash Balance $215,805.51

Performance Monthly YTD Inception
Nittany Lion Fund 2.32% 16.06% 6.67%
S&P 500 Index 2.33% 16.91% 8.28%
NLF vs. S&P 500 (0.02%) (0.73%) (1.49%)

Key Statistics NLF
Portfolio Beta  0.93
Sharpe Ratio 0.96
Volatility (26 week) 9.23%
Weighted Ave. Market Value $187.23 bn
P/E (NTM)* 20.02x
YTD Turnover Ratio 41.65%
Annualized Dividend Yield 1.67%
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